
 

 

Chapter 19: "Civilization's Inferno": The Rise and Reform  Name ______________________________ 
of Industrial Cities 1880-1917 (Pages 606-635)       Per. ___ Date _________ Row ___ 
 
 

I. The New Metropolis 
A. The Shape of the Industrial City – define Chicago school; discuss Louis Sullivan 

− A school of architecture dedicated to the design of buildings whose form expressed, rather than 
masked, their structure and function. Sullivan embraced this; his "vertical aesthetic" of set-back 
windows and strong columns gave skyscrapers a proud feel and offered workers inside plenty of 
natural light. 

 
B. Newcomers and Neighbors – discuss how immigrants coped in the cities; define mutual aid society 
− Being strangers in a strange country was difficult so they tried to recapture a sense of comfort and 

home by seeking out native language newspapers and clustering with people from their home 
country. 

− Urban aid societies that served members of an ethnic immigration group, usually from a particular 
province or town. They were fraternal clubs that collected dues from members in order to pay 
support in case of death or disability. 

 

C. Race riot – define; discuss challenges of African Americans 
− A term for an attack on African Americans by white mobs, triggered by political conflict, street 

altercations, or rumors of crime. Blacks faced even worse discrimination that European 
immigrants. 

 

D. Tenements – define; purpose; discuss New York's Tenement Housing Law of 1901 
− High-density, cheap, 5- or 6-story housing units designed for working class urban populations in 

an effort to keep up with the high demand of cheap housing as immigrants flooded cities. Law 
attempted to rectify shortcomings by requiring interior courts, indoor toilets, and fire safeguards 
for new structures but it had no effect on existing ones. 

 

E. City Cultures – define vaudeville theater 
− A professional stage show popular in the 1880s and 1890s that included singing, dancing, and 

comedy routines; it changed live entertainment from its seedier predecessors like minstrel shows to 
family entertainment for the urban masses. 

 

F. Ragtime – define; discuss dancing 
− A form of music, apparently named for its "ragged rhythm," that became wildly popular in the 

early 20th century among audiences of all classes and races and that ushered in an urban dance 
craze. Dance halls sprang up everywhere; many dance styles originated in brothers and while 
overtly sexual they gained wide popularity from working class and then middle class youths. 
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G. Blues – define and discuss 
− Form of American music that originated in the Deep South, especially from the black workers in 

the cotton fields of the Mississippi Delta. It reflected the experiences of urbanites that felt isolated, 
dislocated, and experienced disappointments and thrills of city life. 

 
H. Sex and the City – discuss life for your men and women in cities and gay subculture 

− With less parental oversight young people had more control over their lives including their 
romantic interests; dating became more prevalent as commercial entertainment increased; women 
were more vulnerable in the city given their lower wages so the divide between a "treat" from a 
man and casual prostitution to have a comfortable life was not so clear. Men escaped the stigma of 
being unattached as the city offered all comforts of home plus entertainment. There was a lively 
gay subculture with lucrative shows and bribery to have police look the other way (much like with 
brothels). 

 
I. High Culture – discuss investment in arts and culture; contribution of Andrew Carnegie 

− Metropolitan centers offered the opportunities for museums, libraries, and cultural institutions; 
millionaires supported the arts to further themselves socially and because of a sense of civic duty 
and national pride. Andrew Carnegie was the greatest library benefactor, offering to build a library 
in any city that would maintain it (ultimately spending $32.7mil. on 1000+ libraries nationwide.) 

 
J. Yellow journalism – define; pros and cons 
− A derogatory terms for newspapers that specialized in sensationalistic reporting. Yellow 

journalism is associated with the inflammatory reporting by Hearst and Pulitzer newspapers 
leading up to the Spanish-American War in 1898. Often the reporting was irresponsible but it also 
exposed scandals. 

 

K. Muckrakers – define; effect 
− A critical term applied to investigative journalists who published exposés of political scandals and 

industrial abuses. Thousands of readers were inspired to join reform movements and tackle 
problems caused by industrialization. 

 
II. Governing the Great City 

A. Urban Machines – define political machines; discuss George Washington Plunkitt 

− A well organized party organization, like NY's infamous Tammany Hall, whose candidates 
remained in office on the strength of their political clout and popularity among voters. Plunkitt was 
a Tammany ward boss who offered gifts and a helping hand to his constituents, no matter their 
ethnic background. Immigrants relied on machines for public services and help finding work to 
support themselves. 
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B. The Limits of Machine Governments – define National Municipal League; successes and 
reservations 

− Political reform organization that advised cities to elect small councils and hire professional city 
managers who would direct operations like a corporate executive. Greatest victories were in 
young, small cities where professional classes held political power; politicians were hesitant to 
adopt this business-minded model. 

 
III. Crucibles of Progressive Reform 

A. Progressivism– define 
− A loose term for political reformers working to improve the political system, fight poverty, 

conserve environmental resources, and increase government involvement in the economy. 
 

B. Fighting Dirt and Vice – discuss Jacob Riis and importance of photography 

− Photography allowed people to see conditions of others living in poverty and created a sense of 
responsibility and empathy. Jacob Riis, a Danish-born journalist, used photography to expose 
conditions in tenements and Theodor Roosevelt (then police commissioner in NY City) asked Riis 
to lead him on tours to better understand poverty and living conditions. 

 
C. Cleaning up Urban Environments – discuss sanitation and public health 

− Big cities and crowded spaces were hubs for disease. As Europe came to understand germs and 
bacteria more initiatives were taken to help prevent epidemics (could not yet cure them). Investing 
in sewage and drainage led to a decrease in death rates from diseases like cholera and typhoid and 
infant mortality from water-borne illnesses. The impact of pollution in cities was obvious and the 
public health movement became one of the era's most visible and influential. Reformers demanded 
clean water, better garbage collection and taught about hand washing to halt the spread of diseases 
(like TB). 

 
D. "City Beautiful" movement – define 

− Turn-of-the-century movement that advocated landscape beautification, playgrounds, and more 
and better urban parks. 

 
E. The Movement for Social Settlements – define social settlements and Hull House 
− A community welfare center that investigated the plight of the urban poor, raised funds to address 

urgent needs, and helped neighborhood residents advocate on their own behalf. 
− One of the first and earliest social settlements, founded in 1889 by Jane Addams and her 

companion Ellen Gates Starr on Chicago's West Side. 
 

F. Margaret Sanger – significance 
− A nurse that moved to NYC in 1911, horrified by women's suffering from constant pregnancies. 

Her column "What Every Girl Should Know" led to her indictment because it violated obscenity 
laws, but also created publicity for a national birth control movement. 
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G. Social work – discuss; link to social settlements 
− Social settlements led to the new profession of social work, which rejected the Christian ideal of 

charity and instead viewed social workers as professional caseworkers that served as advocates of 
social justice. This was an excellent opportunity for educated women to pursue a professional 
career. By 1926, 62% of social workers were women. 

 

H. Cities and National Politics – define Pure Food and Drug Act (1906); Upton Sinclair 
− 1906 law regulating the conditions in the food and drug industry as a result of Upton Sinclair's 

novel The Jungle which discussed the appalling conditions in the Chicago meat packing plants; it 
was less the working conditions, more the discussion of rotting meat and filthy packing conditions 
that offended people. 

 
I. National Consumer's League (NCL) – define; Josephine Shaw Lowell; Florence Kelley 

− Begun in NY, by 1899 the Consumer's League became a national progressive organization 
dedicated to improving wages and working conditions for industrial workers. 

− Lowell was a reformer that struggled to aid poverty-stricken individuals in NY, she helped to 
improve wages and working conditions for female shop clerks. 

− Kelley was at the head of the NCL and a worker from Hull House; she advocated worker 
protection laws. 

 
J. Women's Trade Union League – define 
− Labor organization for women founded in NY in 1903 that brought elite, middle class, and 

working class women together to support unions among garment workers. 
 

K. Triangle Shirtwaist Fire – define; aftermath; Frances Perkins 
− Devastating fire that quickly spread through the Triangle Shirtwaist Company in NYC on March 

25, 1911, killing 146 people. In the wake of the tragedy, 56 laws were passed dealing with such 
issues as fire hazards, unsafe machines, and wages and working conditions for women and 
children, leading to the most advanced labor code in the US. 
− Perkins witnessed the fire and people leaping to their deaths; she dedicated her life to labor, 

became NY's first commissioner of labor and, under President Roosevelt, the first women to hold a 
cabinet post as Secretary of Labor. 


